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• This study investigates a modular SLU pipeline for kids with cascading ASR and NLU modules, 
evaluated on our first home deployment data with 12 kids at individual homes.

• For NLU, we examine the advantages of a multi-task architecture & experiment with numerous 
pretrained language representations for Intent Recognition and Entity Extraction tasks.

• For ASR, we inspect the WER with several solutions that are either low-power and local 
(Rockhopper), commercial (Google Cloud), or open-source (Whisper) with varying model sizes 
and conclude that Whisper-medium outperforms the rest on kids’ speech at authentic homes.
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INTRODUCTION
• We implement a multimodal task-oriented dialogue system to support play-based 

learning experiences at home, guiding kids to master basic math concepts.
• This work explores the Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) pipeline of a 

dialogue system developed for Kid Space, with cascading Automatic Speech 
Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) components 
evaluated on our home deployment data with kids going through gamified math 
learning activities.
• We validate the advantages of a multi-task architecture for NLU and experiment 

with a diverse set of pretrained language representations for Intent Recognition and 
Entity Extraction tasks in the math learning domain.
• To recognize kids' speech in realistic home environments, we investigate several 

ASR systems, including Google Cloud and open-source Whisper solutions with 
varying model sizes.
• We evaluate the SLU pipeline by testing our best-performing NLU models on noisy 

ASR output to inspect the challenges of understanding children in authentic homes.

METHODS

• We have relatively generic intents (state-name, affirm, deny, repeat, out-of-scope) as well 
as highly domain-specific (answer-flowers/valid/others, state-color, had-fun-a-lot, end-
game) or math-related intents (state-number, still-counting).

• Extracted entities are activity-specific (name, color) and math-related (number).

NLU Models
• We investigate several NLU models for Intent Recognition and Entity Extraction 

tasks by customizing open-source Rasa framework [3] as a backbone.
• Baseline approach is inspired by StarSpace, a supervised embedding-based model 

maximizing the similarity between utterances and intents in shared vector space.
• We enrich this baseline classifier by incorporating SpaCy pre-trained embeddings as 

additional features. CRF Entity Extractor is also part of this baseline NLU.

• We explore the advantages of a more recent Dual Intent and Entity Transformer 
(DIET) model [4], a multi-task architecture for joint Intent and Entity Recognition.
• To observe the net benefits of DIET, we first pass the identical SpaCy embed-dings 

used in our baseline (StarSpace) as dense features to DIET.

• We adopt DIET with pretrained BERT, RoBERTa, DistilBERT word embeddings, as well 
as ConveRT [5] and LaBSE sentence embeddings to inspect the effects of these 
autoencoding-based language representations on NLU.

• We also evaluate pretrained embeddings from models using autoregressive training 
such as XLNet, GPT-2, and DialoGPT on top of DIET.

• Next, we explore recently-proposed math-language representations pretrained on 
math corpora, such as MathBERT, Math-aware-BERT, Math-aware-RoBERTa.

ASR Models
• We explore 3 main speech recognizers for our math learning application at home:

• Rockhopper ASR is the baseline local approach. Its acoustic models rely on Kaldi 
generated resources trained on default adult speech data. Its language models fine-
tuned with limited in-domain kids’ utterances from previous school usages.

• Google Cloud ASR is a commercial solution providing high-quality speech recognition 
service but requiring connectivity and payment, which cannot be adapted or fine-
tuned as Rockhopper.

• Whisper ASR [6] is an open-source adjustable solution that can run locally, achieving 
new state-of-the-art (SOTA) results. We inspect four configurations of varying model 
sizes (i.e., tiny, base, small, and medium).

NLU Evaluation on Deployment Data

ASR Model Evaluation

Error Analysis
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Fig 1: Multimodal Dialogue System Pipeline

• We train Intent and Entity Classification 
models and cross-validate them over the 
POC dataset to select the best-performing 
NLU architectures for Kid Space Home.

• Compared to baseline (StarSpace), we gain 
2% F1 for intents and 1% F1 for entities 
with DIET architecture.

• For language representations, BERT family 
of embeddings achieves higher F1 than the 
GPT family of embeddings.

• No benefits of employing math-specific 
representations as all such models achieve 
worse results than DIET+BERT.

• We select DIET+ConveRT as final model 
architecture for our NLU tasks at home.

• We evaluate our NLU module on Kid Space 
Home Deployment data collected at authentic 
homes over 12 sessions with 12 kids, where 
each child goes through 5 activities within a 
session.

• We observe F1% drops (∆) of 4.6 for intents and 
0.3 for entities when our best DIET+ConveRT 
models tested on home deployment data.

• We witness distributional and utterance-length 
differences between POC & deployment 
datasets.

• For SLU pipeline evaluation, we test our best-
performing NLU models (DIET+ConveRT) on noisy ASR 
output.

• When VAD-adjusted F1-scores are compared, NLU on 
Whisper ASR performs relatively higher than Google 
and Rockhopper (aligned with the WER results).

• Increasing the ASR model size from small to medium 
could be worth the trouble for Whisper.

• When VAD-ASR errors propagate into pipeline, F1 drops 
from 94.2% with NLU to 73.1% with VAD-ASR+NLU.

Datasets

• POC data, manually constructed based on 
UX studies and partially adopted from our 
previous school data [1], is used to train 
and cross-validate various NLU models.

• Recent home deployment data collected 
from 12 kids (ages 7-8) experiencing our 
multimodal math learning system at homes.

• Manually transcribed children’s utterances 
in deployment data [2] are used to test our 
best NLU models trained on POC data.

• Evaluated multiple ASR engines on audio 
recordings to compute WER and assess ASR 
model performances on kids’ speech.

• Obtained WER before and after 
standard pre-processing steps 
(lowercase, punctuation removal) 
and application-specific filtering 
(num2word, cleaning).

• Relatively high error rates can be attributed to the characteristics of recordings (incidental voice and 
phrases), very short utterances (binary yes/no answers, stating numbers) & recognizing kids’ speech.

• Still, the comparative results indicate that Whisper ASR solutions perform better on kids, and we can 
benefit from increasing the model size from tiny to small, while small to medium is close.

SLU Pipeline Evaluation

Table 1: Kid Space Home POC & Deployment Data Stats

Table 2: NLU Model Selection Results in F1-scores (%)
Evaluated on Home POC Data (10-fold CV)

Table 3: NLU Evaluation Results in F1-scores (%) for 
DIET+ConveRT Models Trained on Home POC Data 

& Tested on Home Deployment Data

• Real-world data is always noisier than anticipated as these utterances come from younger kids 
playing math games in dynamic conditions.

Table 4: ASR Model Results: Average Word Error Rates (WER)
for Child Speech at Kid Space Home Deployment Data

Table 5: SLU Pipeline Evaluation Results in F1-scores (%) 
for ASR+NLU and VAD-Adjusted ASR+NLU on 

Home Deployment Data
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